
Camera Bags: Billingham Hadley Small
 

Billingham Hadley Small

  

The Billingham Hadley Small is a high quality and stylish camera bag in Black FibreNyte that will hold a small to mid-sized DSLR or mirrorless
camera and 2-3 small to medium lenses. This bag is the predecessor to the Hadley Small Pro. Made in England with 3-layer waterproof fabric
and real leather and has a removeable padded insert. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
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Camera Bags: Billingham Hadley Small
 

Description 

- Ideal for Mirrorless Kit or small DSLR outfit
- Removeable padded insert
- Waterproof Stormblock material
- Real full grain leather and brass fixings
- Adjustable shoulder sling
- 5-year manufacturers guarantee
- Made in England

Removable padded insert
The flexible padded insert is made from dense, fabric covered, 'closed cell' foam and provides impact protection on all sides, including the lid.
Like the bag itself it is flexible front-to-back to allow it to fit slightly bigger gear than its dimensions suggest. ?
2x vertical dividers and 2x horizontal flap dividers are included and can be attached anywhere inside with Velcro.? It can also be removed to turn
the bag from a camera bag to a casual messenger bag in seconds.

Sculpted top flap
The top flap has been sculpted to help prevent rain, snow or unwanted hands getting into the main compartment. The flap is made of the same
3-layer waterproof fabric as the rest of the bag.

Front pockets
The front dump pockets are perfect for cables, film, spare batteries and those little bits and bobs you want to keep separate, whilst providing
great extra storage space.? ?On the top-outside corner of each pocket is a pop-clip. Release this to expand the space available. Keep it closed
to form a perfect place to clip pens, pencils etc.

Front straps
The leather front straps have the Quick Release System feature – just lift the top of the strap up-and-over the brass clogball for quick access to
the main compartment.? ?The buckles allow you to fine tune the 'fit' of the front pockets. You don't need to use the buckle to open the bag.?
?The sculpted top flap helps prevent rain, snow or unwanted fingers getting into the main compartment. It is made of the same 3-layer
waterproof fabric as the rest of the bag.
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